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                            Gillian Hammah            08:21 18 Dec 21
                                            Extremely professional and friendly staff. Really enjoy the experience there (to the extent you can enjoy a visit to the dentist😀)            
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                            Glover Gabriel Tetteh            02:21 13 Dec 21
                                            Great dental facility, good customer service, clean and Serene environment            
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                            Vickie Remoe            08:43 08 Jul 21
                                            I was impressed with the professionalism at Platinum that starts right when you make your appointment and continued through to check in and the dental chair.I thought I had a cavity and they did an, a digital scan, and photos (very thorough) to discover that I had one and two more in the early stages.Dr. Okang was kind enough to explain various options for treatment, and together we decided on a course of action.I came back a week later to fill the cavities and the whole procedure was flawless and pain free.Dr. Okang & Platinum Dental came highly recommended and they exceeded my expectations.            
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                            Catherine Engmann            20:10 25 May 21
                                            Customer care is exceptional. Service is of very high quality, even by international standards.   The staff are very knowledgeable.  My most favourite dental practice in the world.            
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                            Debi Naigle            11:31 25 Mar 21
                                            Great, professional service.  Very helpful and caring front desk staff who made sure that I got in quickly when I had a minor emergency.  And the dental staff were very patient and calming when I was nervous about the procedure.  Highly recommend.            
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 										“Customer care is exceptional. Service is of very high quality, even by international standards. The staffs are very…”
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 										“Dental hygiene is supreme to me and I have always had pleasant dental work done cross Continents, and…”
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 										“Clean, modern facility with highly courteous and professional staff. Highly recommended.”
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 										“Platinum is Dental clinic I’d recommend without blinking an eye. Top notch customer services. I have been going…”
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 										“I really cannot fault platinum.The experience there makes even the most nervous patient relaxed. They are very proffesional.…”
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